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Working for Cask 88, I had the opportunity to design the packaging for  
a limited release of a Glenlivet 50 year old. 

This release required me to design, budget, source and collaborate  
with specialists of their craft; Croglin Limited, whose workshop I  
visited,  (Luxury Boxmaker, Penrith) Hayward and Stott (Silversmith, 
Edinburgh) and Glencairn (Crystal specialists, Killbride) whose  
expertise enabled me to understand the limitions of the budget and  
what was achievable.  
 
Despite it’s online release, this project never made it into prodction  
due to implications with the liquid. 

GLENLIVET 50 YEAR OLD
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press
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joemicallef/2019/04/19/the-glenliv-
et-50-yo-two-extraordinary-releases/#6b517b5c3d11

https://www.scottishfield.co.uk/food-and-drink-2/whisky/1968-glenliv-
et-available-at-6800-a-bottle/

https://www.forbes.com/sites/joemicallef/2019/04/19/the-glenlivet-50-yo-two-extraordinary-releases/#18c998e13d11
https://www.forbes.com/sites/joemicallef/2019/04/19/the-glenlivet-50-yo-two-extraordinary-releases/#18c998e13d11
https://www.scottishfield.co.uk/food-and-drink-2/whisky/1968-glenlivet-available-at-6800-a-bottle/
https://www.scottishfield.co.uk/food-and-drink-2/whisky/1968-glenlivet-available-at-6800-a-bottle/
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 An ISTD entry for Fickle Fads & Dedicated Followers of Fashion 2017: 
You are asked to design a typographic work that explores the subject of ‘fads’.  
We expect you to investigate the widest interpretation of the theme from  
historical, cultural and global perspectives.

I approached this brief by creating an anthology of fads called Harmless 
dating back to the 16th century, which harmed the consumer without 
their knowledge of the dangers, and in some cases dangers which were 
arrogantly ignored. 

HARMLESS
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Whilst freelancing for Nevis Design, one of the clients I worked on projects  
for was Hamilton & Inches. 

I was tasked with artworking a window vinyl for their Edinburgh store, 
aswell as creating material for their existing 2018 Christmas campaign 
‘Cherish and Inspire’. These consisted of digital material for their website 
and social media accounts, aswell as vinyl designs which have been 
transferred onto the exterior panels of taxi’s  for the festive promotion. 

HAMILTON & INCHES 
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HAMILTON & INCHES TAXI DESIGNS 
Approved black cab taxi design 2018

Approved minivan taxi design 2018
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KIGAI

Working for Cask 88 and dekantá, I was tasked with coming up with the  
design and direction to celebrate their 4th anniversary release. This required  
me budget and work with a Chinese manufacturer to produce the stand.  

Continuing with the theme of the previous anniversary release of the  
‘Ki Series’: the Kikou, I decided to position this release around ‘Kigai’. 
which has translations of “Fighting Spirit” and “Strong Spirit”, drawing 
my focus to a Shōgun Warrior.  

press 
https://www.timeout.com/tokyo/news/dekanta-releases-single-cask-japa-
nese-whisky-by-the-historic-eigashima-distillery-061119

https://www.scottishfield.co.uk/food-and-drink-2/whisky/scotch-whis-
ky-cask-channels-spirit-of-the-samurai/
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https://www.timeout.com/tokyo/news/dekanta-releases-single-cask-japanese-whisky-by-the-historic-eigashima-distillery-061119
https://www.timeout.com/tokyo/news/dekanta-releases-single-cask-japanese-whisky-by-the-historic-eigashima-distillery-061119
https://www.scottishfield.co.uk/food-and-drink-2/whisky/scotch-whisky-cask-channels-spirit-of-the-samurai/
https://www.scottishfield.co.uk/food-and-drink-2/whisky/scotch-whisky-cask-channels-spirit-of-the-samurai/








CASK 88 CASK AUCTION EVENT

I designed the event material for the live launch of a 2nd Cask 88 Cask 
Auction Event, which was based at Errol Park Estate, Perthshire. 

For this project, I sourced the production of the casino tables and  
table cloths, custom Cask 88 glasses and poker chips and printed material 
which would inform guests of the event and the specific casks which they 
are looking at whilst conforming to Cask 88 guidelines. 

Event Material 
Casino Table
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At the beginining of this year I was briefed to create a line for a collection  
of rum which Cask 88 would be able to release from. 

Inspiration for this project was largely drawn from the countries  
themselves, looking into pattern designs within floor tiles to textiles,  
and assigning a certain design and pattern identity to a country.  

With this concept in mind there can be new releases which can gain their 
own unique pattern identity, whilst also having the freedom for future 
releases to be added from existing countries, with the simple altering of  
a colour scheme.  
 

CASK 88 RUM COLLECTION
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Thank you for taking the time to look through my portfolio of work.  

If you would like to get in touch, please contact me at: 
adahmad@outlook.com
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